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On Wednesday, December 8, Laner Muchin Partner Eileen Momblanco will

discuss the I-9 audit process for employers in a panel at the 2021 American

Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) Employer Compliance and Worksite

Enforcement Virtual Conference.

In the session titled “The Anatomy of the I-9 Audit Process,” Eileen will join

a panel featuring Nicole Kersey, Managing Director of Kersey Immigration

Compliance, Jeff Joseph, Treasurer of AILA, and Richard Gump, Attorney at

Richard A. Gump, Jr. Law Offices to outline steps of an ICE I-9 audit and

share insights on navigating the process’ common jurisdictional variations.

The panel will cover:

● The process flow of an I-9 audit from start to finish

● Navigating and negotiating fines

● Dealing with the impact of COVID-19 and other government delays on

the I-9 audit process

● Ethical considerations during an I-9 worksite investigation

Eileen’s panel will take place from 12:00 – 1:20 pm CST. To register to

attend, click here.

The one-day virtual conference allows for practitioners and worksite

compliance leaders to join nationally recognized experts to learn about and

discuss pressing compliance and enforcement issues facing employers. All

panels at the event will focus on unique and evolving issues in the
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COVID-19 modern workforce era and supply essential tips and best practices on how to approach them.

Eileen focuses her practice on immigration law with an emphasis on employment-based immigration

matters. She regularly represents large, multinational companies located throughout the United States in a

variety of employment and immigration issues. With her additional experience leading numerous panels

covering immigration-related topics, she consistently delivers knowledgeable and personal service to all

her clients.

Firm Profile

Laner Muchin Ltd. concentrates in the representation of employers in labor relations, employment litigation,

employee benefits and business immigration matters. The firm provides legal services to clients from coast

to coast.
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